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Introducing IUJ President, Mr. Masakatsu Mori
On October 1 2009, IUJ welcomed a new president to campus, Mr. Masakatsu Mori.
Mr. Mori was the former chairman of Accenture in Japan, where he enjoyed a 41-year career as a management consultant. A Niigata University graduate himself, Mori-san’s wife is also from Niigata so the ties to the
area are strong. This, with his exceptional background as a consultant in Japan makes him an outstanding
choice to lead IUJ into our next phase of development.

“First of all, I would like to
express my sincere thanks to
Mr. Yasuma Sugihara* for his
great contribution in bringing
this university to this point.
Without Sugihara-san's outstanding leadership and exceptional dedication, IUJ
could not exist as it does today.
As the new president, I feel a
great honor as well as heavy
pressure to lead this high
quality university. I am brand
new as a leader of any university. I have been a business
consultant at Accenture for 41
years, during which time I

have held various management positions in the global
organization.
I spent my first 100 days at
IUJ to ‘Listen and listen and
listen'. Listening to faculty,
staff and students, I tried to
gain an understanding of
where IUJ is today and the
challenges we face looking
from all different perspectives; everything from the
big picture of IUJ’s future,
and small campus issues of
food services in the cafeteria.
My aim is to find the true potential of this amazing institution. My conclusion is that

the potential is there, is
exciting, and needs to be
pursued. The 27-year IUJ
history has laid down
much groundwork and it is
time to pursue the next
step.
The IUJ Alumni are a major
part of that. Each and
every one of you adds to
the IUJ story with your successes, challenges and
experiences. Learning
from you and about you is
a step I hope to take as the
months pass. I hope to be
attending various functions
with alumni, meeting with
Continued on Pg. 2

Annual Meeting
and Reception:
Late May or June

What's good about the rain?
The following is a Facebook message written by Toni Kindipan (1983-2009) who was a victim of the mudslides
in the Philippines. Her message is presented here with permission from her family. May she rest in peace.
Saturday, Oct. 3, 2009 at 11:14pm

I was looking out from the window this afternoon while the
strong winds battered and the
heavy downpour of rain lashed
houses and trees in our
neighborhood. A super typhoon is heading our way,
again. While staring at the
pouring rain, I thought,
"What’s good about the rain?"
Seven years ago, a super typhoon hit our area that damaged a lot of property and took
a number of lives. I was about
18 years old then and although
I have grown up in such a

stormy environment, this
typhoon was one of the
greatest shocks of my life,
and left a bad memory in
me. A big landslide came
rushing down from the
mountain cutting the area
beside our house. The impact was so strong that the
earth shook. We all thought
it was an earthquake. After a
few minutes, people in our
neighborhood all came out
to see a huge area dug out
with thick mud all over the
place. A house beside ours
was partly taken and I saw a
person being pulled out
from the mud. I was totally

scared. Immediately, I and
my family were out into the
rain heading towards the
evacuation center where we
stayed for a few days until
the storm was gone.
A week ago, our capital city
was the center of media
attraction, both local and
international, because of the
storm that hit a record high
Inside this issue:
of rainfall in just a matter of
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IUJ’s first Ambassadorial Appointment
Special congratulations to
Mohammad Waheed-ul-Hasan
(IR88) who was recently appointed as the Pakistani Ambassador to Uzbekistan.
Waheed joined the Foreign
Service of Pakistan in 1982,
and steadily rose up within the
ministry, taking posts in Jordan, Korea, Tokyo and Iran. He

has served on Pakistan’s
organizing committee for
G-11 and was Pakistan 's
Commissioner for D-8.
We believe this is the first
of us to become an Ambassador, and we know
Waheed is the first among
many to come.
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“

IUJ Alumni and Poverty

IUJ Pres. Mori’s Message to Alumni

Please ...

send in your
concrete ideas
to advise me
on how to lead
IUJ to reach its
full potential.

”

President Mori offers the
current GSO-EC leadership
a dinner party. Dec. 2009

“

… poverty
may present itself anywhere.

”

Bui Daidung (IDP01) and
Prof. Watanabe at the
Niigata Nuclear Power
Plant Dec. 2009

you on campus, and exchanging ideas with you
for where IUJ can go, and
how to lead it there. You
are helping to build IUJ’s
future and reach our potential not only through
your activities, but also by
helping identify new IUJ
students and contributing
to current students
through donations to the

Alumni sponsored scholarships.
The best role IUJ can play
for the globalizing world
in business, governments, International organizations and NGOs,
academic organizations,
etc. can best be advised
by our alumni in those
professions who know
what IUJ can offer. Please
keep striving for the next
level in your personal
development. Please also
send in your concrete

ideas to advise me on how
to lead IUJ to reach its full
potential, and gain a prestigious spot amongst the
world’s leading graduate
programs.
The road is not smooth. But
the price of not taking the
journey is too costly for us
all – including our alumni
who are its major stake
holders.“
*Sugihara-san remains on the
IUJ Board and is a special advisor to campus and the board.

IUJ: A Place to Study and Prepare to Give
Bui Daidung (IR01) shares his thoughts on Poverty
Alleviation and the role of IUJ graduates
8 years after I finished my
IDP program in 2001, I arrived back at IUJ on a follow
up research fellowship program. It is great joy for me to
see our professors and staff.
The trees are about the
same. However, the academic programs and education goals have been profoundly changed. Some new
education program have
been launched,
and the number
of students coming from specific
developing
countries has
significantly
increased.
These are good
signs of an ever
increasing role
of IUJ to increase
the international
atmosphere inside Japan and
also in tightening the relationship between Japan and
the world.
I am conducting research
under the supervision of
Professor Watanabe Shinichi. You may be surprised to
learn that I am now conducting research on poverty

here in Japan. It seems to
be a paradox to study such
an issue in a rich country.
However, relative poverty
is a real threat to the social
structure of Japan. It is
showing itself in the city
streets in the form of
homeless people, and in
the decision of a single
mother whether or not to
allow her child to have
lunch at school, etc. Taxpayers are included
among the affected persons.
In our developing countries, we are more accustomed to poverty. To obtain a scholarship and
study abroad is not for the
sole purpose of upgrading
our own lives. We are
studying for better lives
for us and others. We can
give back in any position,
and from any professional
field but we may have a
specific obligation to
tackle poverty. My message to you all is that poverty may present itself
anywhere. Poverty does
not only take the form of
physical manifestations but
it can be in our sentiment

and spirit as well. In
order to be able to
break the cycle of poverty, we all, together,
need to try our best to
enrich our sentiment,
spirit and knowledge.
I am now a lecturer at
the College of Economics, Vietnam National
University-Hanoi. I am
teaching Development
Economics. Poverty and
inequality is one of the
important issues that
may prevent sustainable
development from taking hold in a country. It
is a good chance for me
to be able to conduct
research on poverty in
Japan at a time when the
issue is a hot point both
in social and political
debates. It is great that I
can witness the whole
picture as an insider.
Japan has experienced a
long development period and has a lot of useful lessons for other developing countries. To
absorb these and share
them with my students is
my main goal after this
study program.

New IUJ Event.

Local Attraction: Ryugon
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Around The World at IUJ - New campus event
IUJ created a new Fall
event for the local community to enjoy our campus
and students in a more
interactive and dynamic
way. “Around the World
at IUJ” attracted 600 guests
who participated in various crafts, games and
dances led by students
from some of the over 40
countries represented on
campus. From Indian hand
painting, to African masks,
and from playing Mongolian chess to learning
about traditional instruments from Indonesia, the
IUJ gym was full of interactive cultural booths.
Fashion, too, was a highlight with students helping
the people of Minami
Uonuma City and beyond
try on their traditional
gowns. The IUJ Photo Club
then snapped many
memorable shots of them
with the students standing
in front of beautiful back-

drops displaying features
of the students’ countries.
You should have seen the
art work of the Philippines!
Children and adults alike
participated in an English
Café, playing games and
enjoying good conversation with IUJ students using
English.
Six countries offered
dance classes, and then
encourage the town’s people to join them in the big
finale. For 45 minutes the
IUJ Gym was turned into a
resort evening show of
costumes and dances from
these 6 nations, followed
by a 15 minute fashion
show of business attire,
wedding gowns and festival gowns from about 15
countries.
The reactions from the
town guests to Around the
World at IUJ, an event
sponsored in part by the
Nakajima Foundation

and offered in cooperation
with Minami Uonuma
City, were filled with enthusiasm. “This was a
wonderful opportunity for
me and for my child,” exclaimed one mother of a
junior high student wanting to travel abroad. “We
had so much fun meeting
so many people and sharing our cultures. After just
two months in Japan, I now
really feel like part of the
community because I
could make a nice contribution” reported a student
from Sri Lanka.
In the spring, the traditional IUJ festival, International Festival (formerly
known as Open Day) will
again be offered, in cooperation with Minami
Uonuma City, with food
booths and a stage show.
But this fall, to contrast this
style of event, Around the
World at IUJ created its
own appeal.

Ryugon - A Dragon’s Whisper
Have you ever visited
“Ryugon” in Muikamachi?
Ryugon is a ryokan
(Japanese Inn) that is very
unique because the buildings are very old. The oldest buildings were constructed about 150 to 250
years ago. A Japanese idiom says “Look at old
things, and then you will
know new things.” When
you visit Ryugon, you can
feel traditional Japanese
culture.
The name of Ryugon is related to Buddhism. Located
next to Ryugon was the
Ryugon-ji temple. This
temple was moved to Yonezawa city in Yamagata
prefecture at the end of the
16th century. Many foreign
guests ask us the meaning
of Ryugon. “Ryu” means
dragon, and “Gon” translates as “say” or ”said.” So
a direct translation of

Ryugon is “Dragon Said.”
But we think most people
will have another question
about “What did the
dragon say?” Therefore,
we translate it as “Dragon
Whisper.” When you stay
at Ryugon maybe you will
hear something from the
Dragon.
The another uniqueness of
the Ryugon is that is mostly
all one story tall, because
when Ryugon was started,
the Master of Untoan temple Mr. Sekiryu Arai said,
“Do not sleep people
above other people” so
most rooms at Ryugon are
all on the ground floor.
Each guest room is personally named by Mr. Arai who
used words related to Buddhism and nature.
The beautiful Japanese–
styled baths also have
names from nature.

Students from China
help a local child try
on a traditional Chinese gown.

http://www.ryugon.co.jp/
English support available.

The architecture of the
Ryugon shows off the art of
wood working! Most of the
buildings are constructed
without the use of nails. You
can see the wood crafting
skills of early-day Japanese
carpenters in each room
and walk way.
When you have a chance to
visit the IUJ campus, please
visit Ryugon and feel Japanese traditions.

Catching up on our Classmates
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ClassNotes 1985 - 1999

1985 - 1986

Songphol and Nid Sukchan
welcomed Ken Kikkawa's
son Haruo and his fiancé, on
his travels in Thailand successfully bringing together
the next generation of IUJers!

ment company featuring Salomon, Wilson, Precor, Atomic
brands and more.

IR90-IM90

Masanobu Ohsaki took an
early departure from Fuji
Xerox and is working on a
new independent initiative!

IR91

2nd Generation IUJers meet

Toshiro Ohashi is now with
Mizuho Securities after the
recent merger, and is the Sr.
Manager in the Investment
Management Department.

Sorrien Scott is in Botswana
as Security Advisor United
Nations Department of Safety
& Security.

1988

Congratulations to Mohammed Waheed-ul-Hassan for
becoming the first Ambassador among IUJ Alumni (that we
know of). He is the Pakistani
Ambassador to Uzbekistan
and will be “officially” welcomed to the country by the
IUJ Alumni Chapter in Tashkent.

1989

Takashi Shintani visited
campus on a research project
on the development of Niigata
universities, and interviewed
the IUJ staff to find best practices and new ideas for other
universities in the prefecture.
Shintani-san continues as a
researcher for IUJ's GLOCOM.
There was no mention of a
band reunion, but I bet he
could be convinced!
Gretchen Shinoda came in
9th in the 1st IUJ Finance Club
Virtual Stock Market competition! "When the money is play
money I am brave!"

IR97-IM97

Jan Halvorsen become the
Director at Spot Forex Management Sarl in Switzerland.
Shobha Padmagiriswaran
married Commander Srikanth
Mukku and moved from New
York to Mumbai, India. "Nice
to come home!"

Bryce Dixson, in South Texas,
shared his current professional challenges:
I have been the driving force
behind the development of
ASENZ Worldwide. I have
several local and international
partners and many reseller
affiliates. We offer a defined
suite of services centered
around search optimized content for the Web & mobile.
Together with our sister companies in New Zealand. Australia, South Asia, and Mexico,
we have over 500 platform
subscriber clients and this is
growing every week. Here in
the US/Canada, we have 40+
agency reseller affiliates. Our
goal is to grow the subscriber
base to at least 3000 clients
over the next 3 years. All that
said, like every young, growing company in new markets,
my business life is not without
its challenges!

IR92

Alan Deniega is now at the
consulate at the Philippine
Embassy in Osaka.

IM92

IR94

IM94

IM91
1987

Catherine "Lila" Corpuz is
on assignment with the ASEAN
-Australian Development Cooperation Programme for an
initial 2 years.

IR93-IM93

Happy 20th Anniversary of your
Graduation! Please reach out
to an IUJ colleague this year to
renew or strengthen your ties.
Send them an IUJ postcard?
http://www.iuj.ac.jp/virtual/
ecards/

Norio Murata became the
Financial & Operation Director for AMER SPORTS JAPAN,
Inc., a leading sports equip-

IR96-IM96

Drew Freyman is off the
missing alumni list, having
reappeared working as a
principal at Praxes Group LLC
out of San Francisco. Praxes
provides strategy/marketing
consulting services to hightech clients with implementation help.
Lamin Drammeh joined the
African Development Bank as
their Investment Expert, Private Sector.

IR98-IM98

Erwin Haryono is working at
the IMF in Washington, DC
(seconded from Bank of Indonesia). Yuji Kano, working
hard at the IFC, became the
Chair of the Alumni Chapter in
DC, and recently helped promote IUJ on the World Bank
website at http://
www.wbpro.jp/interview/
yuji_kano.html THANK YOU.
M. Aslam Alam became the
Director General of the Directorate of Land Records and
Surveys for the government of
Bangladesh

IR99

Shannon-Marie Soni now
serves on the Canadian government's Afghanistan Task
Force under the Privy Council
Office.
Members of the Class of
1994 celebrate their 15th
Reunion on campus.

IR95

Soon Chan Hong resigned
from Mitsubishi UFJ Securities
in September and moved on
to Bonn, Germany to work at
the UNFCCC. His work is
still related to the CDM and
climate change.

IM95

Harvey Chervitz, traveling to
and from Thailand, has started
a cooking school there!
Happy Home Thai Cooking
School is listed as the number
1 attraction in Pattaya on TripAdvisor. "It is really nice to
know that we have helped
start 3-4 Thai restaurants
around the world and have
given lessons to people from
all over the world."

IUJ Photo Club is active,
and providing us with
stunning shots of campus
and the area! Special
thanks to Tee Patchara for
these photos.

IM99

Tadashi Okabe joined INPEX
Corporation as a Coordinator
for Ichthys Project. Inpex is a
1-year old company engaged
in the energy supply business
on a global scale. It is currently involved in 74 projects
across 27 countries involving
oil and gas exploration and
production. The Ichthys Project will develop the liquefied
natural gas plant at Blaydin
Point in Darwin, Australia and
significantly help the economies of Australia and the region (information from the
INPEX website, dated Jan.
2009). Elif Sisli Ciamarra
welcomed her son Kaya in
October.

Elif’s (99) family featuring
new member Kaya.

What are YOU doing these days? Let us know for July
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ClassNotes 1999 – 2009
Katsuya Kagiwada got married! Congratulations.

IR00

Cigdem Akin finished up her
PhD, and joined SAIS (Johns
Hopkins University), The Bologna Center as an Assistant
Professor of Economics.
Happy 10th Anniversary of your
Graduation! Please reach out
to an IUJ colleague this year to
renew or strengthen your ties.
Send them an IUJ postcard?
http://www.iuj.ac.jp/virtual/

IM00

Hui Tang is in Beijing with
Merrill Lynch-Bank of America
Securities

business trip with Warner
Home Entertainment. The IUJ
staff was happy to see her
(Below)

IM01

Arjun Bhardwaj became the
Assistant Professor at the University of British Columbia.

IR02

Muhammad Cholifihani
became the Directorate of
Bilateral Foreign Funding at
BAPPENAS, The National Development Planning Agency
of Indonesia.

IM02

Yoshiaki Kobayashi become
the Deputy Regional Manager
for Komatsu in Canada, in the
marketing and support division.

IR03

Ali Itani moved on from Kuwait to Amman Jordan with
Abdali Boulevard Company to
run their Public Relations &
Corporate Communications.
We send a special thank you
to him for hosting a successful
IUJ Info Session at the American University of Beirut attended by some 60 prospective students! THANK YOU.
Lara Klingman stopped by
campus during a break from a

Myat Thandar Ko is now
officially married to her
long-time fiancé! Congratulations! She works
as a Trainer and Consultant in the Capacity Building Initiative
(CBI) Project
in Myanmar.

IM03

Yoshinari Hoshino was transferred from the Tokyo headquarters of Komatsu to a subsidiary in India, Komatsu India
last September. See his story
(pg6-7)! Komiljon Urinbaev
won a Fulbright Research
Scholar position to study at
University of Pennsylvania,
Wharton School, Finance Department. Sunao Okamoto
brought his family back to
campus for a visit (below). He
is the Manager of the Energy
Resources & Int'l Business Unit
for Osaka Gas.

IR01

Kohei Kawabata is an Assistant Professor at Kwansei Gakuin University in the Graduate school of Sociology. Tokiko Takayama works for
World Vision. Tae-Suk Hong
started an MBA at McGill in
Japan. Ayturk Demirel
Markowitz is in New York
city with Grove International
Partners as Director, Portfolio
Valuation and Investor Reporting.

IR06

IM04

Wooseok Suh is back to
school, having started a degree in Accounting at Nagoya
University last Spring, and is
expected to finish in 2012.

IM08
Adam Dunnett welcomed
his second son David
Benjamin Quanjiafu
(above). Tamayo Matsumoto is the accounts executive at Total Communications System Inc.
Jessie Yaun surprised us
with a visit to campus after
a business trip to Korea.
She is based in Washington DC in some amazing
teaching challenges!

Jessie with Kojima-san

IM06

Jasper Yen took up a
position with Secured
Capital Japan. Farkhod
Niyazov had a mini reunion on the Great Wall of
China with Hiroshi Okasaki and Kuo “Peter”
Zhang.

Ami Chen started an MBA
program at the University of
Chicago in September. She
immediate9ly started reaching out to IUJers in Chicago for
IUJ World Wide Friday!
Makarand Prabhune rejoined Citibank and is responsible to drive the campaign
management for all Citibank
campaigns. He will also work
on analytics support for the
business units. "It's a pretty
exciting role more aligned to
Marketing but calls for interaction with almost all units in
the bank." Donny Syah works
at a great company "Great
Management Consultant."

Kustini is in a challenging IT role at Japan Advisory LLC. Sririlak Manawongcharoen is the
Senior Specialist for
Corporate Communications at Banpu Public
Company Ltd.

Osamu Yoshioka in in
Europe at NSK Precision
Europe GMBH working as
Manager of Procurements.

IR05

IM05

IM07

IR08

IR04

Yuki Masujima is finishing
up his PhD at Brandeis University and working as a consultant in development issues at
the World Bank. Tsolmon
Baasanjav joined the IFC
about a year ago, and enjoyed
training sessions in Washington DC before settling into his
post back in Ulaanbaatar with
the IFC as an investments
officer.

opment Bank! Zehra Yurdsever is the Sales and Marketing Specialist for KIRCILAR, a leather products
design company.

Karens Muljadi spent a
Saturday on campus telling
the current students about
her work at Fidelity Investments and how to prepare
for a similar career. Studying Japanese was a key
factor! Jin Torikoshi is in
Osaka with Mizuho Securities in the Origination Office, Advisory Dept.

IR09

Sok Heng Lay is in the
Exchange Department of
the National Bank of Cambodia. Sokunthea Pheng
is serving to bridge Japan
and Cambodia at the Cambodia-Japan Cooperation
Center.
We will miss
our friend
Antoinette
"Toni" Kindipan (1983 2009) lost in
the mudslides during the
series of Typhoons that hit
the Philippines. A memorial
plaque, that shares a quote
from her reads “Life is temporary. Live for what is
eternal” is displayed on
campus.

IM09

IR07

Allan Cledera was back
in Japan in August, in the
Kansai area. He ran a
weeklong workshop on
using photovoice as a new
methodology. He was
also developing an internship program on agriculture finance research in
cooperation with Kobe
University. Kibria Ahsanul was selected for the
Young Professionals Program at the Islamic Devel-

Yan Keat Chin rejoined
Unified Communications as
their Produce Manager in
the marketing division.
Supanee Trongvinichai
started at Citibank after a
successful internship at
HSBC in Thailand.

Go Kumagai (06) and Tsuyoshi
Noda (04) enjoy the new Fall
event on campus.

Poverty Reduction through Education in Laos. Komatsu in India
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4 Classes with 75 students and only 1 Teacher
Hatthachan “HatHat” Phimphanthavong (‘09) returned to Laos and went right to work at the
Poverty Reduction Fund Project, and has the chance to contribute to his hometown.

Traveling to the remote
communities and their
schools.

Children HatHat is
working to help

Education has become one
of the most important factors influencing social economic development for all
countries. Many developing countries have been
facing various difficulties
including Laos. For myself
after graduate from IUJ, I
got back to Laos on July 1st
2009 and on July 3rd, I
started working with the
Poverty Reduction Fund
Project (PRF). My major
responsibility is to monitor
and evaluate the outcome,
impact and the sustainability of this project.
From 21-28 September
2009, I had a chance to go
on field work to monitor
the sustainability of the
school construction that
PRF had supported during
2003 and 2005 in the poor
villages where the schools
were constructed. I faced
many difficulties with
transportation to access
those villages; I visited 17

schools in 17 villages of
Sukhuma district in Champasack province which is
my home town. I went to a
school in Houypheung
Village; the school includes 4 classes from first
year to fourth year
(primary school).
I was surprised that in that
school there is only one
teacher who has to teach
all subjects in each class at
the same time. The school
is located in a very isolated area; therefore, there
is no teacher who is interested to teach there. To
ensure the quality of studying in those areas is a major challenge for the government of Laos. The support from government as
well as from international
donors is required to improve the quality of life of
the poor people in Laos.
As a result of my efforts on
this project and my field

work mission, I provided
some suggestions to the
local community at provincial and district levels on
how to find the appropriate solution from both government and NGOs. The
suggestions focus on how
to recruit more teachers in
that village. My findings
have also been posted in
many newspapers in Laos.
I hope that this work, and
continued work on educational needs of the people
of Laos, as part of my poverty reduction and sustainable development mission,
will be able to make a
positive contribution to my
country.

So Different, We’re a lot Alike
Yoshinari Hoshino (IM03) is currently on assignment for his company Komatsu in India. He
shares his initial impressions and lessons learned about India AND Japan!

Hoshino-san (IM03) with
his co-workers in
Bangalore.

I have been in Bangalore,
south India, since September 2009 working for Komatsu`s subsidiary here
which is only 3 years old
and currently
manufacturing
only 2 models
of off-road
dump trucks
(60t and 100t).
My mission is to
expand our
business by
launching new
models, adding
new values such as IT
functions or hybrid technology, and planning marketing and management
strategies. I really thank
IUJ for giving me a lot of
opportunities to develop
the skills I am now putting
to good use.

At first in India, what confused me the most was not
the various kinds of business risks nor the quite
complicate regulations
and tax system but the
many cultural differences.
Every day I learn more
about both India and Japan, and myself. I realize
there are many things
within both cultures that
we do instinctively without
even being aware of our
own actions. Let me share
some examples.
As I am sure many have
observed, Indians often
nod their head at an angle
to say “Yes.” One day,
when I pointed out this
body language, an Indian
coworker got a bit upset

with me and said he never
did that. I apologized saying “Oh, India is changing, right?” he proudly
said “Sure!” with his head
nodding - unaware to him!
Also, I realized that many
of my friends here answer
any questions asked to
them, even if they don’t
really know the right answer. Sometimes the information they gave me
was simply wrong or misleading. I guess they just
consider it rude or heartless to say “I don’t know”,
but actually I got lost many
times thanks to their kind,
but inaccurate directions.*
Continued on pg. 7

Thoughts from Toni

What’s Good About the Rain?
years of investments and
livelihood of more than a
million people. The sight
was horrible and pathetic.
The storm had no respect
for people. Rich and poor,
famous and ordinary people alike were on their
roofs waving for help.
Thousands became homeless and starting back to
zero. Children could not
go to school. People couldn’t go back to work. For a
time, the world for them
came to a halt. It has been
said that this was the worst
disaster that affected the
whole of Metro Manila in
40 years.
My personal experience
about the storm gave me a
bit of trauma that whenever it rains, I always think
of our safety. When the
rainy season comes
(usually from June to October), I start to worry about
my family especially when
I am away from them. Even
when I am at home, hearing the rain pouring at
night keeps me awake, not
because of the strong
downpour but because of
thoughts that I may be
caught off guard in case
something bad happens.

India and Japan contrasted
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Cont. from page 1

Because of
where they are
this, I hated
not supposed
the rain.
to be located.
Today, this
Talk about
thought kept
poor urban
me thinking.
planning as
What’s good
pointed out by
about the
one official.
rain?
Garbage! Yes,
the ubiquitous
Sure, it
wastes which
sends irrigaToni Kindipan 1983-2009 scatter at
tion to
every corner
scorched
now clogged the supposed
lands and all other areas
and creatures needing wa- waterways and drainage
ter but too much of it sends that should have eased the
flow of water.
catastrophe to others.
Thinking about it further
however, makes me beClimate change? This is
lieve that there is more to it yet another easy culprit or
than that.
say, lame reason for some
but could be a consideraAfter the flooding in Manila, tion. Now, is this the prize
people are pointing fingers for socially irresponsible
way of development? I
at each other on who is to
leave it up to you to judge.
blame for this disaster.
Some said it’s not an act of
God as people have beWhat’s good about the
come so irresponsible of
rain? Perhaps it’s nice to
taking care of our environ- think that it reminds us of
ment. Instead it’s a wakeup our social responsibility as
call from God that we be
good members of our sociconscious of our roles as
ety.
stewards of what He has
given us. In the name of
When we were at the brink
development, people have of that situation back in
cared less of the conse2002, there was nothing
quences of their actions.
we could do but pray and
High-rise commercial
ask the Almighty to spare
buildings mushroomed
us from the wrath of naeverywhere even in places ture. Natural calamities are

always stronger than us
and almost always, we as
humans are helpless in
this. When we got back
to our house after the
storm, we were so grateful that everything was
intact. Nothing was lost or
damaged. It was amazing
that the area on both
sides of our house had
landslides but our house
was untouched.
I realized that in times
like these, what’s good
about the rain is that it
makes one draw closer to
the all-powerful God who
holds everything in His
hand.
Tonight, even as I write
this, the rain continues to
pour on. But what’s
good about it is that it

makes me value
more the thought
that life is brief,
that there are so
many things to be
thankful for, that I

can always trust the One
who gives life to spare
my life and the ones I
love from this storm.
To those in the area of the
storm Pepeng and to everyone, keep safe!

So Different . . . Hoshino-san’s story cont. from pg. 6
I am also enjoying the different accents of this country. For example, (South)
Indians speak with strong
“R” and weak “V” etc. So,
“VOLVO” sound like
“OLO” and “BAR” sounds
like “BARRR”. It is interesting that some continue to
use traditional measurements like YOJANA referring to the distance a cow
can walk in one day (1 Yojana = about 13km). Speaking of numbers, Indian people often use peculiar figures such as ‘15 CRORE 7
LAKH’ for ‘150.7 million’.
Speaking of cows, there are
a lot of them walking on the
street. It is very dangerous
for car drivers and is also
obstructive for pedestrians.
I have even seen a driver
going the opposite direc-

tion down a highway just to
avoid a crowd of cows,
causing a more dangerous
situation than the cows
themselves.
With all these new things
coming to me here, I have
begun to realize that Japan
is just as unique and
strange. For example, we
bow a lot. It must look
funny. And we often say
“Yes” even though we want
to say “No”. So, we are misleading as well. As for English, many Japanese cannot
pronounce the difference
between LOVER and RUBBER, CLASH and CRUSH
properly. We still use old
measures like TATAMI
(JOU) for floor space and
GO for rice quantities. We
use MAN or OKU when referring to numbers without

any hesitation. I think the
MAMA-CHARI bicycles on
the roads and those parked
outrageously everywhere
on the roadways and sidewalks in Japan compare
well to the situation with the
cows in India!
After coming to India, I now
better understand the feeling of foreign students at
IUJ, and relate to their comments about Japanese culture. I hope IUJ students
come to like the strangeness of Japan as much as I
am loving the funny, exciting and hot, but cool, country of India.
*Note from the editor: As an
American in Japan, I have experienced the exact same thing
with Japanese, Hoshino-san!
Maybe we are all more alike
than we realize!

IUJ is proud, but not
satisfied, that the
MBA program was
ranked 3rd in Japan
(last year we came in
9th) and 85th in the
world (and the only 1
in Japan again to
make the top 100)
according to the
rankings of Nikkei
Career Magazine
and The Economist,
respectfully.
Thank you to all who
helped answer related questionnaires.

Keep our Network Strong - CONNECT

IUJ Friday and Chapter Info
We are proud to welcome 2
new official Alumni Chapters to our growing list.
Sri Lanka and Boston recently organized to make
our newest groups, bringing the total to 43 cities in
30 countries. See the list at
www.iuj.ac.jp/alumni/
aa_chapters/
It is time to renew Chapter
Leadership or choose the
next chair and vice chair.
Please report in regarding
changes to YOUR city’s list.

Hong Kong

Chicago
Vientiane

Phnom Penh

Washington DC

Tashkent
Osaka

Ulaanbaatar

Singapore
Accra

Thanks to many Chapter
Leaders, we again enjoyed
22 IUJ World
Wide Friday
Boston
events on Sept.
25 (or thereabouts).

Other cities participating were:
Tokyo, Nagoya, Sapporo, San
Francisco, Kuala Lumpur, Rhode
Island, Moscow, Nairobi, Krakow, Kabul, Brussels

Hanoi

Here is the story
Newest Chapter (12/09)
in photos!

Accra alumni were
having so much fun,
they had to be told to
leave the restaurant
so it could close!

Alumni Help Find New Applicants
The “Replace Yourself
Campaign” continues to
help IUJ identify prospective students to apply to
IUJ. IUJ alumni, in growing
numbers, are talking about
IUJ online, with their
friends, and helping with
not only Info Sessions, but
also with the various
School Fairs IUJ participates in. This Fall Alumni
helped faculty and IUJ staff
in 10 key cities.
Alumni in Laos, Cambodia,
Kazakhstan (1), Kyrgyzstan, and Uzbekistan
(2) helped faculty and staff
at the JICA Study-in-Japan
Fair! Alumni in Guangzhou
(3), Bangkok (4), Kuala
Lumpur (5), HCMC (6) and
Taipei (7) helped Wadasan at the World Grad
School Fair!
We will again target the
month of July for Information Sessions around the
world, building on our
success of reaching over
300 prospective students
in over 20 cities in 2009.

Please have your friends, colleagues and children watch the Admissions site for an
event near you. If you can HOST the event, we need you! Contact alumni@iuj.ac.jp

THANK YOU

(1)

(5)
(7)

(3)
(2)

Get one!

(4)
(6)

New MA @ IUJ! P.M.P.P.
IUJ is launching Public
Management and Policy
Analysis Program
(PMPP). The aim of PMPP
is to train professionals to
succeed in public administration and management. PMPP will combine
rigorous training in analytical, quantitative and
qualitative methods with
an understanding of key
concepts, theories and
ideas so the graduate will

be able to analyze economic development needs
and trends, and make
sound policy decisions.
ADB announced that IUJ
may nominate PMPP applicants for their generous
scholarships for the first
incoming class which will
arrive in September.
Please help spread the
word!

IUJ Info Session
hosts are gifted an
IUJ T-shirt!
Your donations to
the ThANKS Fund
will earn you one as
well! Reward
yourself, and help
the next generation
of IUJ students!
www.iuj.ac.jp/
alumni/donations

